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1. When explaining the person of Jesus, the best explanation will be internally ______________________,
will avoid ____  _________ claims, will genuinely match the _____________ at hand and will omit
nothing of ___________________. (p.507 | k.5552)

2. Write out the argument for the deity of Jesus: (p.507 | k.5554)

1.

2.

3.

3. What is another name for this argument? (p.508 | k.5563)

4. Give two reasons why the “legend” hypothesis about Jesus is false. (pp.508-509 | k.5569)
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5. If Jesus really meant to teach an _______________ message that differs completely from what Christianity
has always taken it to mean, he was one of the _______________ teachers in the history of humanity,
since for two thousand years he has been taken by his followers (and his critics) to teach
______________________. (p.510 | k.5586)

6. As we investigate whether or not Jesus was a deceiver, what two questions must we focus on? 
(p.511 | k.5596)

1.

2.

7. Some claim Jesus’ professed divinity was a stupendous lie told for some ulterior motive. Give two reasons
why this claim is false. (pp.511-512 | k.5607)

1.

2.

8. If a mere man took himself to be almighty God in human form, this would be no _______________ mistake,
but a case of _________________  _____________________. (p.513 | k.5622)

9. Jesus' claim to have unique authority and supremacy in and over the universe is ____________________
to his _________________ and ______________________ and actions. (p.513 | k.5626)

10. The idea that Jesus was wrong about his ______________________ but right about most all other
things—even brilliant on moral matters—is extremely __________________. (p.514 | k.5636)
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11. The question is not whether we can assess the __________________ of __________________ principles
apart from those who teach them but whether Jesus could hold to a set of good moral teachings and be
so _________________ about his ______________________. (p.515 | k.5641)

12. Which historical creed of the church does Groothuis reference that spells out the doctrine of the 
incarnation? (p.519 | k.5688)

13. What important points were affirmed in this creed? (p.520 | k.5698)

14. What is the hypostatic union? (p.520 | k.5699)

15. What is the difference between a paradox and a contradiction? (p.521 | k.5709)

16. The incarnation does not mean that Jesus possesses only _____________ attributes and only
________________ attributes. These claims are ____________________________ and are, therefore,
________________________ false. (p.523 | k.5733)

17. How does Groothuis define the idea of being merely human? (p.524 | k.5754)
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18. How does Groothuis define the idea of being fully human? (p.524 | k.5754)

19. What is the difference between common properties and essential properties? (p.525 | k.5757)

20. To resolve the charge that the incarnation is logically ___________________________ we need only offer
an account of the incarnation that is both biblically ___________________ (Chalcedonian formulation)
and logically ____________________. (p.525 | k.5773)

YOUR OWN WORDS

21. How would you formulate the “God or a bad man” argument in a conversation?


